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Steamy make-out session
By twinkling candlelight
Make-up romance
Move to the rhythm
Steamy foreplay session
Whisper sweet nothings
Scheduled romance
Dress to impress
Silk sheets
Just like the first time

Trail of kisses
Switch out bulbs for red lights
Midnight wake-up call
Sleeping in your birthday suit
Lovin’ playlist
Undress each other
Bed of roses
Bearskin rug
Kitchen table
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- Passionate shower
- Stair case
- Pool table
- New location
- In front of a roaring fire
- The balcony
- Top bunk
- Bubble bath
- Guest bedroom
- Every room of the house

Oh La La

- Be his slave
- Fulfill her desired fantasy
- Something new
- Take control
- Follow directions
- Lunch break
- Mirror him
- Stilettos only
- Record it
- Is there a Dr. in the house?!
- Marathon lovin'
- Props
- Anything but ordinary
- Strangers in the night
- Be her slave
- Role play
- X marks the spot
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- Fulfill his desired fantasy
- Mirror her
- Play hookie
- During a thunderstorm
- Give and get a hickey
- Trail of sexy photos
- Lingerie show
- Prepare dinner in an apron only
- Lap dance
- Play dress up
- Write a sizzling story
- Show up in a trench coat and heels
- Bedazzling
- Steamy movie scene
- Hot photo booth session
- Play hard to get
- Play footsie
- Go commando
- Deal or No Deal
- Strip poker
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- Game of Love
- Remove Your Candy Shell
- Wet T-shirt contest
- Strip Horse
- Dirty word Scrabble
- Spice Rack
- Simon Says
- A new bedroom game
- Strip Trivia
- Bedroom Value Menu
- A Private Affair
- It's A Love Match
- Strip twister
- Dirty Deeds Strip Tease
- Sizzling Truth and Dare
- Hot show and tell

SPORTS

- Ice rink
- End zone of a football field
- Golf course
- Half time
- His Jersey
- Ski lift
- Gym bench
- On the soccer field
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- Loving under the stars
- Be risqué in public
- Playground swings
- A meadow
- Bed of a pick up truck
- Under a rainbow
- Skinny dipping
- On a car
- Park bench heat

- A barn
- Sauna
- Light of the full moon
- Sprinkler romance
- On a picnic blanket
- Mud wrestling
- Under the sun
- Lounge chair
- On a cliff
- Grassy field
- Bouncy fun on the trampoline
- Hammock heat
- Kiss passionately in the rain
- Hot Tub
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Seasons

- ☐ New Years at 12am
- ☐ On the beach
- ☐ Lucky in Love
- ☐ Thanksgiving Snow
- ☐ Valentine’s
- ☐ Hot kiss under the mistletoe
- ☐ Pile of leaves
- ☐ Sexy Bunny Rabbit
- ☐ Under the Christmas tree

Senses

- ☐ Trick or treat
- ☐ Create your own fireworks
- ☐ Give a hot oil massage
- ☐ Feed each other
- ☐ Blindfolds
- ☐ Black light painting
- ☐ Serve treats on each other
- ☐ Use ice
- ☐ Lights on
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- Scented Candles
- Eyes wide open
- Receive a hot oil massage
- Caressing with feathers, ticklers, or boas
- Pitch black
- Body painting
- Edible underwear

**Long-Distance**

- Phone lovin'
- Naughty texts
- Teasing pictures
- Talk dirty

**Touring**

- Panty Gram
- Send sexy email
- Skype romance
- Steamy rollercoaster ride
- Famous landmark
- A cabin
- Second honeymoon
- In a cave
- Lookout point
- In a sleeping bag

*The Dating Divas*
On a pier
Ferris wheel a rockin'
A fitting room
Another country
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